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Precalculus: Concepts Through Functions, A Unit Circle Approach to Trigonometry, Third Edition

focuses on the fundamentals: preparation for class, practice with homework, and reviewing of key

concepts. With the Concepts Through Functions series, the Sullivans expose students to functions

in the first chapter and maintain a continuous theme of functions throughout the text. This approach

ensures students master basic skills and develop the conceptual understanding they need for the

course, ultimately preparing students for future math courses as well.     Note:Â You are purchasing

a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. MyMathLab is not a

self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor. If you would

like to purchaseÂ bothÂ the physical text and MyMathLab, search for:   032192603X /

9780321926036 Precalculus: Concepts Through Functions, A Unit Circle Approach to Trigonometry

Plus NEW MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package   Package consists of:Â Â Â  

0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card  0321654064 / 9780321654069
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This textbook has to be the least intuitive method of teaching any kind of mathematics! Combined

with an awful professor I was ready to throw in the towel on my entire education. I would've been

sitting on a corner with no education and a cup begging for change but not being able to add it



together because Sullivan drove me out of my mind!Don't waste your money or time on this crap. If

you have to do homework from Sullivan's text just go photocopy some other poor fool's book.I am

currently using Blitzer's Precalculus that doesn't take a "unit circle approach" but covers the concept

with enough detail. It has been a god send. His love for math shines through with eloquence and

ease. Do yourself a favor don't buy Sullivan. Purchase any edition of Blitzer's, which will

comprehensively teach you from the basics onward.

Way to wordy with knife and spoon examples and the homework is brain surgery. The book is

confusing and the assignments do not by any means match the text. The author(s) should be

ashamed for producing such a poor product. The Sullivan's' students at their respective universities

are probably taking the bridge out of pure frustration as you read this. I try to complimented it with a

Demystified copy (very good book)and I still get confused because of the way this book is written.

What is even worst is I have to use this glorified toilet paper for an online class. If your are unlucky

enough to end up with this book, be prepared to spend a lot of time on Kahn's, Youtube or Yahoo

answers.

If you buy a MyMathLab key ~($100), there's a built-in copy of the text, and depending on the

professor, MyMathLab is probably either required or is very helpful. IMO, it's easier to read on the

monitor than in 50lb textbook format anyway, although I wish the typesetting on the electronic copy

wasn't identical to the dead-tree format, which prioritizes printing cost ahead of readability.

This book, along with a bad teacher made for a struggle throughout the semester. The examples

are very confusing, but fairly easy problems, but when it comes to the Homework it requires a rocket

scientist to solve most of the problems. I don't understand why on some examples one chapter

would make you do a problem while for example rationalizing a denominator, and then in the very

next chapter not make you do it at all.

Bought this for an online class in MyMathLab assuming buying new would mean I get the access

code included, but I was wrong. If you need this book for an online class only buy the access code.

The book is poorly written as well. It's unorganized, messy, and hard to follow.

The book is not in the best condition but for the rental price it is perfect! DON'T RENT THE BOOK

FOR AN ONLINE CLASS like i did, it doesn't come with the access code and you'll end up having to



pay the online access code ($100).

welll i bought this book for my classs which uses a condensed version. I like the fact that the one i

goit was the teacher edition but really it isnt helpful doesnt explain how to do problems and its just

not worth the money to buy if your buying it for any other reason than for a class that you will need

it.

First I was lucky and got the book, access code for online homework, and whole package needed to

work through two college pre-calc classes.Pros:1. Great doorstop.2. Those suffering from low blood

pressure will definitely see a positive increase while attempting to use this textCons:1. Text is

generally not clear. Its an accepted conclusion that one should have to be very attentive to what one

is reading when learning more technical information, however having a text that is so abstract or

poorly written that you have to ALWAYS re-read due to a case of "What did they just

say?????????" is not acceptable, and certainly not conducive to learning.2. Worked examples are

unclear and ARE NOT reflective of the problems a student will face doing homework in the book or

online.3. Online and in text examples designed to help the student are often not representative of

the specific problem or concept being worked. Numerous computational steps are often omitted,

presumably because the student should already know the mathematical manipulations being

performed. Unfortunately these omissions combined with the lack of clarity in the text often results in

more confusion and frustration than any learning or understanding. There are numerous other

problems with the book that I wont go into. The biggie by far is the lack of clarity in the text or online

materials, and the propensity to provide simple work examples, and then slap a student with vastly

more complex homework problems and then beat them AGAIN and AGAIN and AGAIN.I have

successfully learned quite a bit from this book, but I did not expect to learn the upper limits of my

blood pressure.
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